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The Prism Fund was resilient in 20221,24Q22 Summary

 US equities and fixed income markets both  
rallied during the fourth quarter on the back of 
decelerating inflation data and anticipation for the 
Fed to pivot soon.

 For the quarter, US Equities (as measured by the S&P 
500 Index) and US Fixed Income (as measured by 
the Bloomberg US Aggregate Corporate Index) 
returned +7.56% and +1.87%, respectively,  bringing 
2022 returns to -18.11% and -13.01%, respectively1.

 Against this backdrop, the Yieldstreet Prism Fund 
(the “Fund”) returned +0.51% in 4Q22 and 3.40%  
in 2022.

Market Commentary

The heightened market volatility experienced during the 
first three quarters of the year persisted into year-end 
as investors continued to gauge new inflation data and 
the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy decisions, 
coupled with slowing growth and increased geopolitical 
concerns.


That said, 4Q22 began on an optimistic note with US 
equities and fixed income rallying in October and 
November on the back of decelerating inflation data, 
better than expected corporate earnings and optimism 
the Fed will begin to pivot during the first half of 2023. 


Notably, U.S. inflation data showed signs of peaking 
with the last two prints beating expectations. Headline 
inflation for November came in at 7.1% after peaking at 
9.1% year-over-year in June. Nearly every major 
inflation indicator (i.e. CPI and PCE) showed easing 
price pressure, implying the Fed’s rate hikes are starting 
to have an impact.


In December, the Fed hiked rates by another 0.50%, 
bringing 2022 rate increases to 4.5%, the highest 
annual increase since the 1980s. While the rate hike 
was in-line with expectations, and represented a lower 
increase as compared to the prior four 0.75% hikes, the 
Fed’s hawkish comments during their FOMC meeting on 
December 13th derailed market sentiment as Jerome 
Powell, Chairman of the Fed, warned “it will take 
substantially more evidence to have confidence that 
inflation is on a sustained downward path.” 


Fixed income investors endured a less volatile quarter 
as yields remained range-bound across US 

Treasuries, the US Aggregate and Investment Grade 
Bond indices. That said, the US Treasury curve remains 
inverted, a phenomenon that has historically been a 
leading indicator of a potential near-term recession.  
The 2-year US Treasuries finished the year at 4.13%, 
higher than the 10-year Treasury at 3.88%. 


For the year, US Equities (the S&P 500 Index) and Fixed 
Income (the US Aggregate Bond Index) were down 
-18.11% and -13.01%, respectively. This is the first time in 
nearly 50 years both markets declined simultaneously. A 
traditional portfolio, consisting of 60% US equities and 
40% US fixed income - declined 16% in 2022, the worst 
year since the global financial crisis and substantially 
lower than the historical average of 9.8%. 


Moreover, 2022’s interest rate hikes have hampered 
bonds’ ability to balance the negative performance of 
equity markets. Historically, fixed income has provided 
investors protection during equity sell-offs – since 1976, 
the S&P 500 as had a negative calendar year return eight 
times and each time, the US Aggregate Bond Index was 
higher, with an average total return of 6.7%. However, 
the last two years have been an exception. While bonds 
have historically exhibited a negative correlation to 
stocks and provided protection to investors during equity 
sell-offs, the current rising rate environment has led to 
falling bond prices (bond prices have an inverse 
relationship with interest rates). Given the current rate 
hiking regime, many investors’ outlook on traditional fixed 
income remains uncertain.
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Positioning

The core allocation of the Fund is invested in private credit and real estate 
debt opportunities, equating to  approximately 60% of assets.  Our conviction 
in private credit and real estate debt is predicated on our belief of each asset 
class’s attractive income profile, historically low correlation to public markets, 
and principal protection potential . Within this allocation we have selectively 
increased our exposure to floating-rate debt opportunities as they may benefit 
from the rising rate environment. Similarly, the Fund had a number of our 
supply chain financing deals mature in the current quarter, decreasing our 
overall allocation to private credit. Other notable allocations within the Fund 
include legal financing, transportation, and structured notes. 


Looking forward, we continue to believe the Fund is well-positioned to deliver 
on its investment objective of providing investors reliable income and capital 
appreciation as a secondary objective. Furthermore, the Fund has exhibited an 
estimated negative correlation coefficient of -0.1 to US equities since its 
inception. This correlation coefficient suggests that the Fund’s performance is 
inversely correlated to US equities.

Real Estate 39%

Private Credit 18%

Transportation 13%

Legal Finance 6%

Structured Notes 5%

Cash 19%

Asset allocation
as of 12/31/22

We believe the current macroeconomic backdrop has 
enhanced the yield and risk-adjusted return profile for 
income generating private market investments.


Private credit generally experiences higher yields as 
interest rates rise and credit spreads widen. 
Additionally, as banks tighten their credit requirements 
due to the ongoing economic volatility and expectations 
of a recession, alternative lenders and specialty finance 
companies have the opportunity to move up the credit 
spectrum, funding higher quality borrowers and 
potentially  increasing the quality and structural 
protections of consumer receivables. While it may seem 
counterintuitive, recessionary environments can help 

alternative lenders upgrade their credit quality while still 
pursuing attractive returns.


2022 was a challenging year for the real estate market 
due to rising interest rates that started in early 2022 
and persisted throughout the year, resulting in 
increased volatility and higher cost of borrowing for 
investors. We believe that “peak” inflation is behind us 
but the Fed will continue to seek evidence that their 
actions are creating the desired results. There is a lot of 
cash sitting on the sidelines, which we anticipate is 
earmarked to be deployed into real estate as 
inflationary pressures recede.

Performance of a 60/40 portfolio1

The Traditional Portfolio represents a custom blended index representing the S&P 500 Index (60%) and Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond 
Index (40%) from 1989 - 2022.



Private Credit

Aviation

The Fund invested in two separate participation interests 
in an unsecured supply chain financing facility that is 
provided to a global conglomerate in the consumer 
staples industry.

The Fund invested in two Boeing 737s, narrow-body 
passenger aircrafts, that are leased to United Airlines for 
the next 3-4 years.

~13%

~11%
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Portfolio Update

In the fourth quarter, the Fund made four new investments. Please refer to the table below for  
further information: 

Private Credit

Private Credit

The Fund closed an investment in a specialty finance 
company and business development company (BDC) 
focused on providing direct lending solutions to U.S. 
middle market companies.

The Fund invested in a financing facility expected to 
consist of 4,500+ unsecured consumer loans used to 
finance products and services at two prominent health & 
wellness companies.

~8%

~12%

Asset class Investment descriptionGross expected yield

4Q22 Performance Highlights

The Fund returned 0.51% in 4Q22 and 3.40% in 2022. The Fund’s allocation to high income generating alternative 
investments contributed to performance during the quarter. From an asset allocation perspective, real estate 
investments generated most of the returns and income during the quarter. Conversely, detractors to performance 
during the quarter included our allocation to structured notes and a real estate investment that was impacted by 
changes in market factors. 


We continue to see opportunities in this current environment and expect to take advantage of market dislocations to 
drive overall returns for our investors.

Prism Fund Historical Total Returns1,2

Prism Fund

Bloomberg  US Agg. Corporate Index

3.40% 4.57%0.51%

1.87% -13.01% -4.39%

Total returns 1 Year Since inception (Mar ‘20)4Q22
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Sources


1 Source: Bloomberg as of 12.31.2022.  “US Equities” represents the S&P 500 Index, while “US Fixed Income” represents the Bloomberg US 
Aggregate Bond Index. Returns for periods greater than one year are annualized. Past performance is not a guarantee of future returns


2 Source: Yieldstreet and SS&C as of 12.31.2022. All current period amounts are preliminary and unaudited. Please find final total investment 
returns in the audited 2022 Annual Report when available in March 2023.. Total return ratio assumes dividends and distributions are 
reinvested at prices obtained under the Fund's dividend reinvestment plan. The Fund’s inception date was on 3.10.20.  Correlation 
coefficients are calculated based on monthly total return. Returns for periods greater than one year are annualized. Past performance is not 
a guarantee of future returns

Past performance is not a guarantee of future returns.


Performance quoted herein represents past performance, which is not a guarantee of future results. All investing involves risk, 
including the loss of principal. Investment returns and principal value will fluctuate, so you may have a gain or loss when shares are 
sold. Current performance may be higher or lower than the returns quoted herein. 


This report contains certain unaudited financial information related to YieldStreet Prism Fund Inc. (the “Fund”). Specifically, the 
Fund’s financial information included herein for the quarter ended December 31, 2022 is preliminary and has not been audited or 
otherwise independently verified and is subject to revision as a result of the audit process currently being undertaken. Such 
unaudited financial information is being included for informational purposes only.


Alternative investments involve specific risks that may be greater than those associated with traditional Investments of this type may 
engage in speculative investment practices; carry additional risk of loss, including possibility of partial or total loss of invested capital, due 
to the nature and volatility of the underlying investments; and are generally considered to be illiquid due to restrictive repurchase 
procedures. These investments may also involve different regulatory and reporting requirements, complex tax structures, and delays in 
distributing important tax information.


Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the YieldStreet Prism Fund before investing. 
The prospectus for the Fund contains this and other information about the Fund and can be obtained by emailing 
investments@yieldstreetprismfund.com or by referring to www.yieldstreetprismfund.com. The prospectus should be read carefully before 
investing in the Fund. 


Investments in the Fund are not bank deposits (and thus not insured by the FDIC or by any other federal governmental agency) and are 
not guaranteed by Yieldstreet or any other party.  


The securities described in the prospectus are not offered for sale in the states of Nebraska or North Dakota or to persons resident or 
located in such states. No subscription for the sale of Fund shares will be accepted from any person resident or located in Nebraska or 
North Dakota.


An investment in the Fund is not suitable for investors that require short-term liquidity. The Fund’s shares have no history of public trading, 
are not publicly traded, and you should not expect to be able to sell your shares regardless of how the Fund performs. The Fund’s are 
currently not listed on any securities exchange and there is no expectation that a secondary market for the Fund’s shares will develop in 
the future. Pursuant to its Share Repurchase Program, the Fund intends to periodically repurchase shares from the Fund’s investors, 
subject to the discretion of the Fund’s Board of Directors, but only a limited number of shares will be eligible for repurchase by the Fund.


https://www.yieldstreet.com/resources/article/investments@yieldstreetprismfund.com
https://www.yieldstreetprismfund.com/

